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The  myths have been churned

around  the dramatic ride Indira

Gandhi on  elephant  ‘Moti’  to

Belchi on August 13,1977  mostly

in her favour as her concern for

 dalits.  The ride  to Belchi which

came in the wake of post Emer-

gency electoral defeat would have

been a fantastic photo opportunity

of the present days 24X7 television

coverage. None other than Indira

Gandhi would have enjoyed it the

most.  No wonder the Belchi inci-

dent has been described to have 

brought forth out all her populist

rhetoric elements. Her elephant ride

was more of accident than design

however it was made to more  pro-

ductive. She must  have been elated

with manner it unfolded on the  day

though it was more because of 

floods in Patna district. She was

more armed than others when she

alighted from the Delhi flight. It was

drizzling and Mrs Gandhi came

down wearing a pink raincoat, her

other companions were more than

willing to get drenched. Her target

was  Belchi where  Kurmi landlords

had massacred eleven including a

young  on May 27. At the airport

she publically declared her inten-

tions, “I have come to convey my

sympathies with the families of the

dead”.  She was determined to

reach them against all odds. The

village is located at the border of

Patna and present day Nalanda

districts. On  the Harnaut -Saksohra

road the village was 13 km away. It

was easy up to Harnaut on the high-

way.  The area was in floods. The

village was surrounded with mon-

soon water .First she takes a  jeep,

but it got stuck in the mud. An idea

Indira

Elephant’s Ride

to Belchi

Hemendra Narayan

was to pull it through by a tractor.

But that did not work. They got

stuck in the mud and slush. She gets

down starts walking followed by the

senior Bihar Congress leaders 

many of them barefooted and of

course there were hangers on as

well. Soon it became clear that no

transport other than elephants

would be helpful.She along with

former MP Pratibha Singh, who had

accompanied her from Delhi are

helped to climb Moti at Narayanpur 

basti before the Mohane river which

is in spate but the animal had no

problem to move through while oth-

ers took a rickety boat. The progress

was slow. The evening was setting

in.Indira Gandhi expresses her de-

sire to see the place where the mass

funeral had taken place. The spot is

on the outskirt of  the village in the

midst of maize crop fileds. The el-

ephant is guided through the crop

fields to reach the spot which has a

 bamboo fence. The bones of the

dead still visible. The Kurmi raiders

prepared a funeral pyre, lined up the

Harijans, shot them and tossed the

bodies in one by one. It was reported

that mahto women participated in

the killings. Janaki Paswan,  relative

of the dead energetically tries to

clear a spot for Indira Gandhi to get

down. She does not dismount.

Janaki’s effort comes to a naught

leaves him disappointed.

It is getting dark

There is a suggestion that she should

go the part of the village where the

harijans lived. She turns it down and

tells the accompanying  Rajya

Sabha MP Saroj Karpade, a harijan,

in English , “no no it is getting dark,

we must return”. After moving
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some distance, one village woman

stands in front of the elephant to

shout in the local dilect- “they have

killed our sons now they are

threatening us”.  Indira questions,

“ who is she?” and then directs Saroj

 to take down the names of woman

folks of the deadmen.  The

elephants movement  is once again

blocked and a long shrill wail is heard

from a young woman. She is the

wife of  Singhewashar Paswan 

alias Singha who was main target 

the Mahtos in the massacre.The 

young women’s message to Indira

: “It has become difficult for us to

live in Belchi. Mahavir is threatening

us from inside the  jail”. ( Mahavir

who had organised the killing was

in jail). Indira Gandhi directed a

congressman moving with the

elephant to take her to Saroj whom

she had asked to collect the

names.Moti moves on. Once out of

the village, Indira Gandhi unwarps

a toffee  its foil falls on one of

villager. The return journey to

Harnaut and the highway was

somewhat faster and it had become

dark as Indira Gandhi had predicted.

A mission to convey sympathies to

the kins of those dead in the carnage

of May 27 had however been

accomplished .It must be said that

it was not that there had been  no

harijan killings in Bihar before the

Belchi. During january to

September 1976 in over 1100

incidents 57  persons belonging to

harijan and weaker sections were

killed in Bihar. During the

Emergency 148 harijans had been

killed in Bihar. Of course that time

Indira Gandhi did not have time to

convey her sympathies to the family

of the dead.Anyone can imagine

what dramatic pictures both still and

video it would have made. Had it

 been a present day and not 1977 a

battery of T V journalists would

have jostled. May be even Indira

Gandhi would have played to the

gallary differently. Not many

pictures of  the  “accidental elephant

ride” are available today.  However

one wonders had it not been for

Moti it may not have  been talked

about in the manner it had been all

these years.The road from Harnaut

to Sakshora  via Belchi has been

converted into National Highway-

30A. But even this road is full of

pot holes, any ride on it is very

bumpy. Belchhi, a panchayat during

the time of the carnage, is a block

now but minus the infrast-

ructure. The village was again

surrounded with monsoon

water. Time has however not stood

still in Belchi. The nearly 400-house

village, populated mostly by the

Dalits and also Kurmis and Yadavs,

the intermediary castes, has a block

office, school, primary health centre

and electricity now.In the Belchi

case a charge-sheet was submitted

in June 1977 no trial took place

under the Janata regime. In

February 1980 hearing began and a

judgement was delivered in May

1980: two of the accused  Mahavir

Mahto being one got the death

sentence and 15 the life term. One

died while out on parole — Indradev

Choudhary had even become an

Independent MLA — while the rest

completed life sentences.

In 1979 survivors scared

When I visited the village in January

1979  the area, the nine square

metres which had been fenced by

bamboos at the time of  Indira’s visit

had also not been ploughed  and

grass had grown. It was in the

centre of the well ploughed plot. It

was a grim reminder of what

happened in May 1977 when the

state was under President Rule. 

The surviving family members of

the  victims  were living in an

atmosphere  of  constant threats

emanating from the those  killers

who had managed to escape arrest

as well as those arrested  who had

been recently been released of bail.

What stood between life and death

for the surviving harijans  was

posting of a section of  policemen

at the village.

There were several versions

 about the events leading up to this

gruesome episode. In the killing of

Singha, the leader of the scheduled

castes, and 10 others, at least three

such gangs joined hands. One of

them was led by lndradeo

Choudhary, a sitting M.L.A. of

Bihar and a Kurmi himself. It was

not merely a question of pitting

superior manpower against the

Harijans but was also intended as a

show of Kurmi dominance.

Therefore, Belchi has become a

symbol of assertion for the Kurmis

throughout this area. There were

certain land disputes going back to

the period of independence when

some Muslims left the place to go

to Pakistan. The land they left

behind was auctioned and some

scheduled caste households got

involved in this transaction, evoking

thereby, the wrath of the Kurmis.

 Singha was chased off from a

neighbouring village where he had
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daringly cultivated 15 bighas of

vacant burial land. Once that land

became cultivable it was seized

from him by one of the Kurmi

landlords after a prolonged armed

clash. Singhuwa came and settled

down in Belchi, with his in-laws

four years before the incident. He

took to sharecropping and rallied

behind him the Harijans of the village

who so far lived under the

repressive thumb of the Kurmi

landlords.  As soon as Singhuwa

took the side of the Harijans of

Belchi, he became a hero, a widely

beloved protector.

It has been pointed that Mahavir

Mahto was not supported by all the

Kurmis of the village. Out of the 

25 mahto families, who possess all

the land in village  ten had completely

identified with him. Most of the rest

were also hostile towards harijan

families  and those who employ

harijans have been warned. The idea

was to put pressure on the harijans

that simply quit the village. 

Subsequent reports by visitors

indicates  that they have been

succeesful. Of the 11 killed, three

were Sonars and eight Paswans.

The families of the three Sonar

brothers — Uday, Keshu and Kharo

— have moved to other villages.

Singho Paswan’s family now lives

in neighbouring Masiya village

under Nalanda. The families of most

victims are back at work in the

same fields of the Kurmis — they

say there’s no alternative.

Devnandan had moved to Patna,

Gulab to Danapur.

Centre’s claim contested

A 10-member police section is all

that stands between the Harijans and

the organized Kurmis. Till the time

of the camp the arrested culprits

were still in jail. While serious

attempts are made to exonerate the

culprits by making the whole

incident appear as a case of social

banditry, the Harijans are

continuously reminded of the

consequences as soon as they are

released from jail or even without

it. Most of the Harijans could read

on the horizon the impending

catastrophe. Therefore, a number

of them have already left the village.

Contrary to local perception and

reality, the then Union Home

Minister Charan Singh, the

formidable backward caste Jat

leader from Uttar Pradesh, sided

with the rising power of the Kurmi

in Bihar. In a reply to the debate on

Belchi massacre in Indian

Parliament, he described the

massacre as “a clash between two

criminal gangs”. Many non-partisan

observers and civil liberty

organizations had  hotly contested

this. The probe committee of Bihar

Assembly chaired by Vijay Kumar

Choudhary of Janata Party

considered the massacre as a clash

between oppressor and oppressed.

The Union Home Ministry

(incidentally Bihar was under

President Rule) said in a Press note

that gang warfare between two rival

groups of criminals was responsible

for the May 27 incident in Belchi

village near Patna in which 11

persons were killed. Quoting

reports received from the State

Government, the Home Ministry

said that the incident had no caste,

communal, agrarian or political

orientation and “it had nothing to do

with atrocities on weaker sections

of society”.

 This was however disputed by

many, The 9-member Parliamentary

committee headed by Mr. Ramdhan

which conducted an enquiry came

to the conclusion that the Bihar

government’s report “that there was

a clash between two groups of

hardend criminals having long

standing rivalry is totally false.”

According to the committee, it was

instead a case of premeditated, well

planned mass murder of landless

Scheduled castes by a large gang of

Kurmis, the prosperous farmers of

the area who had secured firearms

through the influence of local political

leader. There was no encounter.

The commissioner for

Scheduled Castes and Scheduled

Tribes thus observed : “There are

reasons to believe that it was a case

of atrocities committed on

Scheduled Castes. Though no

apparent political motives could be

ascribed to this incident, there was

definite economic and social

motives. Well-to-do sections among

the Kurmis wanted to maintain their

unchallenged economic and social

supremacy and tried to be ruthless

in dealing with persons of

Scheduled Castes, Community who

posed any threat to their over

lordship. Killing of 11 persons in

broad-day light could be

accomplished only by hardened

criminals and just because some of

them were involved in criminal

activities against their own caste

men should not be taken as

indication that they did not carry out

atrocities on Scheduled castes and

indulged in criminal warfare only”.n
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A Note on

Kalam’s Idea of

Media

Abhay Kumar*

In course of writing a piece on the

life and contribution of the former

President of India A. P. J. Abdul

Kalam, who died of cardiac arrest

in Shillong on July 27, 2015, I came

across his writings and speeches on

media. I found his views mostly

scattered in his well-known book

India 2020 and two-volume Se-

lected Writings. Kalam, who used

to distribute the morning newspa-

per Dinamani to households in

Rameswaram during his school

days, said that media should adopt

a “positive” attitude in covering

events.

Kalam, therefore, asked media

to document positive news on a

daily basis: ‘it is time now that the

media attempts a more positive

outlook, reporting at least one

positive event a day!’1

In his writings, Kalam did not

clearly define what he meant by

being “positive” but it is not difficult

to discern his real purpose behind

such an appeal. One should bear in

mind that the call to become positive

is often a call to conform to the

norms and maintain the status quo.

Irrespective of whether Kalam

made such an appeal or not, media,

which are funded by big corporate

houses, are little interested in

throwing spotlight on the dark side

of society.  Guided by their main

concern to earn profits, they are

compelled to report “negative”

incidents only when they are not

able to suppress them. Their

compulsion lies in the fact that the

majority of people in society are

exploited and humiliated on the basis

of caste, class, gender and religion

etc., and it is not possible for media

to put these realities under the

carpet for long.

Furthermore, Kalam said that the

media should celebrate ‘every

aspect of the success of the nation,

from any part of the country.’2 On

the lines of Kalam’s advice, state-

run Doordarshan has recently

launched a programme, Good News

India, which focuses on positive

news.

It is ironical that the Kalam and

his likes, who do not get tired of

praising the “virtues” of

bourgeoisie-democracy for

ensuring freedom of press and

having “critical” and “free” media,

often prescribe to media to desist

from bringing to public notice

negative (read critical) stories.

Similarly, Kalam asked cinema

to make movies based on success

stories of development. Addressing

the annual National Film Awards

Function in 2003, Kalam exhorted

film makers to ‘celebrate the

success of our innovative

developmental schemes in

agriculture, education, healthcare,

infrastructure and the dedicated

work of our youngsters, so that it

can reach the billion people and they

will become partners in the

development.’3

Kalam’s emphasis on covering

stories about agriculture, education

and health is justified as the Indian

media, particularly electronic media,

often ignore substantive issues. For

example, the so-called 24X7

national news channels spend hours

on trivial issues such as Modi’s

fancy suit and bickering among

Kejriwal and his opponents, while

they have little enthusiasm to focus

on bigger issues.

But even the apparent concern

of Kalam for substantive issues is

bereft of substantive contents. For

example, his solution to all problems

of society is the neoliberal-model of

CommentCommentCommentCommentComment
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development. To fulfill this agenda,

he asked media to assume the role

of an active partner in national

development.

Besides, Kalam also urged media

to promote national integration so

as to make a “stronger” and “better”

India. Thus, he said: ‘…let us also

renew our commitment to use the

powerful tool of cinema to

strengthen the national resolve to

take India further on the path of

national integration and

development.’4

While he strongly made a case

for national integration, he

overlooked the pitfall of this

process; the process of making any

nation-state is mired in untold

violence and massacre. A large

section of the Indian media is quite

nationalist and some of them even

jingoist.

For examples, the reporting, by

most Indian media on Kashmir or

on the arrest of Muslims on terror

charges, often violates the ethics of

journalism, which expects media to

work as the watchdog rather than

an apparatus of the state.

Further, Kalam wished media to

build up an “enlightened” society by

inculcating moral values in citizens.

He, thus, encouraged  media to aim

at ‘promoting an enlightened

society, which means education

with value system, transforming

religion into a spiritual force and

building economic prosperity to

every nation based on its core

competence.’5

One could note here how the

moral values, which Kalam

supported, are geared towards

making citizens suitable to the

requirements of the market. Social

theorists have shown that to sustain

any system, such as the neoliberal

one, people have to internalise

particular values. Likewise, by

emphasising the need to transform

individuals, Kalam wanted media to

tailor them to the need of capital.

Besides, Kalam made a passing

reference to the women question by

asking media to ‘bring honour to

the womanhood.’ However, he did

not mention anywhere why women

are dishonored every day.6

As it has become clear, Kalam’s

views on media are framed within

the logic of the capital and the state.

Since his main concern is to use

media as a state apparatus, he

completely ignored a large number

of fundamental issues. While media

continue to manufacture consent in

collusion with state and capital, it is

largely monopolised by male, upper

castes and classes, these critical

issues deliberately find no space in

Kalam’s views. n

*Abhay Kumar is pursuing

PhD at Centre for Historical

Studies, JNU, New Delhi.

Endnote:

1. A.P.J Abdul Kalam with Y.S. Rajan:

India 2020: A Vision for the New

Millennium, Viking, New Delhi, 1998, p.

293.

2. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam,  Selected

Speeches, Vol. II, edited by Smita Vats

Sharma, Dayawanti Srivastava,

Publications Division, Ministry of

Information & Broadcasting, Government

of India, New Delhi, 2010, p. 624.

3. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam,  Selected

Speeches, Vol. I, edited by Smita Vats

Sharma, Dayawanti Srivastava,

Publications Division, Ministry of

Information & Broadcasting, Government

of India, New Delhi, 2007, p. 567.

4. Selected Speeches, 2007, p. 570.

5. Selected Speeches, 2010, p. 624.

6. Ibid.
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Media Education

in India: Key

Trends and

Quality Issues

Center for Media Studies*

1. Introduction

Media education1 in India is

anchored in two dominant systems

of media industry and education

sector. While the education sector

in India is much evolved and is

overseen by Ministry of Human

Resource Development (MHRD),

the media industry per say is yet not

very organized.

Today, there are over 300 media

or journalism schools at the

university and non university

systems. All these journalism and

media schools offer courses at

bachelor, master and post graduate

diploma and diploma levels

encompassing all media including

print, broadcast and internet. Only

courses that fall under the

University system are under the

purview of the UGC (University

Grants Commission) or State

Governments which both fund

Universities and also lay guidelines

on curriculum and systems

(including faculty recruitment).

Private Universities that have

emerged in the last few years in

India are also mandated to follow

certain set systems and procedures

set by the MHRD. Most other non-

university institutes or courses do

not fall under any legal authority or

need to follow any set standards.

According to a UGC report2,

“Higher Education at a Glance”,

presenting vital statistics pertaining

to higher education from 1950-

2013, there are 700 degree awarding

institutions  in the country. Of these

44 per cent i.e. 306 are state

universities, 129 deemed

universities (18 per cent), central

universities and institutes of national

importance are 6 per cent and 10

per cent respectively. There are only

154 private universities accounting

for 22% share. Out of these, UGC

funds 39 central universities, 153

state universities, 24 deemed

universities and 5420 colleges. In

most of these Universities, the

Journalism departments receive

only a fraction of the funding from

UGC.

The speedy growth of private

institutions in recent times has also

made this sector highly competitive.

The situation gets further

complicated by several uncertified

course run by reputed media

organizations. Several institutes also

started these courses without

having enough infrastructures.

Teachers have little experience as

academics or professionals.

While the Indian Media industry

is expected to grow exponentially

at 18.4 per cent with a size of 918

billion rupees3, it is yet to create

significant number of jobs in the

market, also considering the

number of students graduating from

Indian journalism and media

schools every year. The workforce

demand for media and entertainment

sector currently stands at 4.6 lakh,

according to a study conducted by

Media and Entertainment Skills

Council (MESC) in 2013. It is

estimated to grow at a Compound

Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)  of

13 per cent to 7.5 lakh by 20174.

Given the nature of workforce

demand in the industry, the focus

of the media education is expected

to be more on professional training.

In this regard, MESC was formed

to skill workforce to meet the

growing Media & Entertainment

Industry which is projected to grow

StudyStudyStudyStudyStudy
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Type and number of institution Centran State Private Total

University and university-level institutions 152 316 191 659

Colleges 669 13024 19930 33023

Diploma-awarding institutions 0 3207 9541 12748

Percentage enrolment in 2012 2.6% 38.6% 58.9% 100%

Source: ‘Higher education in India: twelfth five year plan and beyond’, Ernst and Young (2012)

2012 2013 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E CAGR

(2012-17)

Television 383 437 529 638 753 872 17.9%

Film 112 133 151 170 185 199 12.2%

Print 212 230 255 279 304 331 9.3%

Radio 15 17 19 22 27 32 15.6%

Music 13 15 17 20 23 26 15.1%

Gaming 18 21 27 33 38 42 18.8%

Internet access 171 248 352 476 564 631 29.8%

Internet advertising 23 31 40 52 67 84 29.4%

OOH 17 19 21 24 26 29 11.2%

Total E&M  sector 965 1149 1410 1714 1987 2245 18.4%

Table-2, PWC Industry Size and Projections- 2012- 2017 (INR billion)

Source: PWC India Entertainment and Media Outlook 2013

Table-1,  Higher education institutions in India

to INR 1457 billion by 2016.

According to the MESC Skills Gap

Study report, there is sizable

shortage of trained professionals that

possess the relevant skills for jobs

within each sub-sector. “Due to the

lack of a standardized knowledge

infrastructure and practical training

courses, employees in several

occupations end up learning

technical/ role-specific skills on the

job. This leads to time and budget

overruns at the employer end, and

in one form or another, these

organizations end up bearing the

cost of training,” according to the

report.

The total current employment in

the Media & Entertainment Industry

is estimated at 4.6 lakhs, and is

projected to grow at a CAGR of

13% to 7.5 lakh by 2017. While

these figures are not all relevant to

the journalism related professions,

it provides an overall optimistic

picture of this sector.

There are 17 regulatory bodies

or councils that look into specific

disciplines or areas of study such

as All India Council For Technical

Education (AICTE), Bar Council,

Medical Council of India, State

Council of India, State Councils of

Higher Education, and University

Grants Commission to name a few.

Media education comes under the

ambit of UGC as of now. Discourse

on the need for a separate body that

will provide accreditation to

institutes offering journalism

courses has been ongoing for long

now which will also reflect in our

StudyStudyStudyStudyStudy
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findings later in the report.

The ongoing discourse on media

education in India have often

referred to a steady arrangement

between media schools and the

media organizations, somewhat on

the lines of medical or law

education. However, such an

initiative is yet to be taken seriously

primarily because of maturity of the

industry and also interest of the

industry in the formal/informal

media education. In fact it has been

felt that the “media organizations are

indifferent to the academic

programmes, particularly at the

university level5”. Institutes such as

the Asian College of Journalism,

Indian Institute of Mass

Communication, Indian Institute of

Journalism and New Media, Xavier

Institute of Communication have

industry focused diploma

programmes and have been

successful in getting industry

placement for its students. And it is

felt at the university level, that

despite their two year masters

course being comprehensive, they

need to reorient themselves to the

changing media trend.

The National Vocational

Education Qualification Framework

(NVEQF) in India is also now

integrating with the formal Higher

Education system in the country.

The need for sectoral approach in

education is also becoming more

relevant within this new framework.

The National Skill Development

Corporation (NSDC) has listed

series of 20 priority sectors

(including media and entertainment

sector) where human resource

needs to be developed within the

country. Taking a lead in the Media

and Entertainment Sector, the

FICCI has taken the initiative to set

up a Media and Entertainment Skills

Council (MESC) and is currently

developing occupational standards

for various job roles in the Media

and Entertainment (M&E) sector.

The MESC has identified around 41

occupations in sub sectors such as

film, television, print, animation,

gaming, radio, digital, Out of Home

advertising (OOH) or advertising. In

these sectors, it aims to make

national occupational standards for

each of the identified profession, so

that skill based training programs

can be created for each profession.

2. Milestones in the History of

Indian Journalism Education

The birth of journalism education

dates back to the early 1920s. Dr.

Annie Besant6 made a pioneering

effort in training candidates before

joining journalism in Adyar, Tamil

Nadu. Thereby, the American

College of Journalism in Bombay

(now Mumbai) was set up by Dr J

B Kumarappa in 1936. Similarly an

experiment on the training of

journalists was initiated by Aligarh

University.  It was however

terminated in 1940.  It was an

endeavour of such colleges to

introduce formal training in

journalism. It was Punjab University

in, Lahore (now in Pakistan) that

introduced a course in undivided

India in 1941 with a one year post

Workforce size 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 CAGR

Film 160,800 179,300 199,900 222,900 248,600 12%

Television 144,600 170,600 201,300 237,600 280,400 18%

Print 62,800 65,700 68,600 71,700 74,900 5%

Radio 23,000 26,400 27,600 28,800 30,000 7%

Animation 22,100 24,200 26,600 29,200 32,000 10%

Gaming 17,300 18,700 22,100 23,400 25,300 10%

Digital 8,100 10,600 14,100 18,600 24,500 32%

OOH 7,600 8,200 8,800 9,400 10,100 7%

Advertising 15,600 17,200 18,900 20,800 23,000 10%

Total 461900 520900 587900 662400 748800 13%

Source: MESC Skills Gap Study conducted by Ernst & Young

Table-3, Workforce size
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The question whether Journalism

education is a Professional or

General or Vocational is often

raised even today in India.

In Wilbur Schramm’s classic

paper (Education for Journalism:

Vocational, General, or

Professional?; WILBUR L.

SCHRAMM; The Journal of

General Education, Vol. 1, No. 2

(January 1947), pp. 90-98, Penn

State University Press),

professional training is explained

with reference to the field of

health and law.

Schramm argues that

professional journalists are made

through education, experience

and social demand. And hence

journalism schools trained future

news men / women. But there is

a practical limit with regard to

journalism education and

society’s demand, if there would

be an interaction between the

two. As Schramm explains there

are three types of education that

are loosely connected in

journalism education- vocational,

general and professional.

What is a professional

education?  Schramm explains an

educational programme that has

the following elements makes a

professional education:

1. Subject matter related to

profession- Journalism has yet

not organized and there is no such

large central body of subject

matter. It rests on general

education unlike law or medicine.

2. Practice with supervision –

internship  or live newsroom

experience

3. Licensing test- This aspect

in journalism education has several

times been proposed and as often

rejected. The right to license implies

also the right to take away a license.

The right to withdraw licenses

could lead to control of the press.

And the other aspect is what would

they be tested on?

4. Ethical responsibility – a

professional education is

accountable to the sector and has

certain paradigms

5. Academic and Industry

interaction- Journalism schools

have develop excellent working

relationships with the press and

make strides toward the

development of research to in

building knowledge base and also

contributing to the industry.

In this framework, journalism

education in India to an extent has

made efforts on point  1, 2 and 5.

However, this study finds many

experts and professionals do not

consider this sufficient and still feel

much more needs to be done to

consider journalism as a profession.

On Point 3, there has been

considerable discourse (including

the then Minister of Information and

Broadcasting Mr Manish Tiwari

making this suggestion in the CMS

Academy Symposium in August

19, 2013), however, in a democratic

setup like in India, where media and

its independence is integral, such a

provision is not acceptable.

However, the other four points

mentioned by Schramm are

critical indicators of any

professional education and need

serious consideration even Indian

media and journalism education.

In conclusion, Schramm in

his paper suggests the following

kinds of professional schools that

might develop:

n Communication School-

Press, radio and pictures are

today interlocked and

interdependent. The new

electronic media are blurring.

A top man in any of the media

needs to know other media.

On the level of ethics, public

opinion, and audience

research, problems soon

cease to be media problems

and become communication

problems. Therefore, the

concern of this school must

be all mass communication.

n Graduate school- It will

have to leave room for the

amount of general education

which will be required. It will

probably follow upon a four-

year under graduate course,

conceived in the spirit of

general education. The

graduate professional school

itself will be followed by a

professional internship.

n Academic- Industry

interface- It must combine

the knowledge, interest and

effort of student, practitioner

Box-1

Education for Journalism: Vocational, General or Professional?
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and scholar. A number of

practicing newspaper, radio

and advertising profession

may be in classes on

fellowships or taking classes

while they work.

n Multi disciplinary course-

Without majoring in

journalism, an

interdepartmental major may

be possible. All possible

journalism courses will be

removed from the

undergraduate curriculum.

n Industries experience

during course or

internship- 15 week

introduction to working

journalism and then follow it

by a period of experience in the

summer after graduation.

n Seminar based classes- Basic

subjects like communication

law, communication and

government, public opinion, the

ethics of communication, the

economics of communication,

communication and world

affairs. To introduce

extracurricular practical

experience. Dissertation,

professional internship for 6

months and recommendation

by employer and faculty of

school to become important.

n Fellowships- talented students

to spend a year in a foreign

country or in the nation’s

capital, or otherwise to get

ready for a special job

n Research- Communication

has not been studied

scientifically. The spirit of the

school’s research will be akin

to the spirit of medical

research- to bring the latest

scientific findings to the

profession, and through the

profession to be of help to the

public. The school will make

readership and readability

studies available at cost to all

the publications

Schramm’s paper and ideas

seem to also fit the current media

education scenario and ongoing

discourse.

graduate diploma course. It later

started the course in New Delhi in

1948.

Thereby, the need for journalism

training was felt and various

associations were formed to

conduct training for on- the- job

journalists. Journalism courses

were being introduced in some

universities to meet the needs of a

growing number of young men

who seek to take up journalism and

the comprehensive survey made of

the profession and industry by the

Press Commission7. The note to

UNESCO also stressed upon the

need to train journalists in technical

aspects.

The Indian Association of

Education in Journalism was

formed in January 1956 in Calcutta,

with  Prof. PP Singh, HOD of

Journalism, Punjab University,

Delhi; Prof. Averton Conger, Hislop

College, Nagpur University; Dr. SN

Sen, Calcutta University; Dr De

Forest O’Dell, Osmania University

as members.  The association had

an accrediting committee with

members of All India Newspaper

Editors’ Conference, the Indian

Federation of Working Journalists,

the Indian and Eastern Newspaper

Society, Ministry of Information

and Broadcasting and Inter-

University Board.

Similarly the Press Institute of

India was set up with this purpose

with the support of few prominent

newspapers, UNDP and Press

Foundation of India in the early 60s

to conduct training for journalists.

In the same decade, six university

departments offering academic

instructions and practical training in

journalism in universities of Punjab,

Calcutta, Nagpur, Hyderabad,

Madras and Mysore came up.

Proposals to start new departments

of journalism at Agra, Lucknow,

Gauhati (Guwahati), Bombay

(Mumbai) and Poona (Pune) were

also sent during this time.

The Government of India

established the Indian Institute of

Mass Communication in 1965 to set

high standards in journalism and

mass communication. Subsequently,

the University Grants Commission

(UGC) sanctioned funds for

Journalism departments in central

universities including the Delhi

University, the Jamia Milia Islamia

University, the Film Institute of

India, Pune and The Banaras Hindu

University, and state universities

such as Kurukshetra University,

Anna University, Chennai, Jabalpur

University, and several other

universities in 1980s.

Makhanlal Chaturvedi National

University of Journalism &

Communication was set up in 1990.

From the 90s onwards, besides

state and central universities, several
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private universities and institutions

providing a variety of courses in

journalism sprung up devising their

own devised their own modules and

course content. Today, there are

more than 300 media institutes

offering courses in journalism and

other applied areas.

Many valuable recommendations

and suggestions have been made by

various committees and groups

about journalism, media training and

education by The All India

Newspaper Editors’ Conference

(1948), The Press Commission

Report (1954), The Indian

Federation of Working Journalists

(1954), The Inter-University Board

Committee (C.P.R. Aiyer Committee

1959 ),The UGC Committee (B.

Shiva Rao Committee 1964), and

The Ford Foundation group (The

Wilbur Schramm Committee 1963)

and UGC Curriculum Development

Committee in Mass Communication

(2001).

The UNESCO International

Commission for the Study of

Communication Problems said in

1980s, in its report: “In many

countries even today, journalists are

not regarded as members of an

acknowledged profession and they

are treated accordingly. To

overcome this situation, journalism

needs to raise its standards and

quality for recognition everywhere

as a genuine profession. To be

treated as professionals, journalists

require broad educational

preparation and specific

professional training. Programmes

of instruction need to be developed

not only for entry-level recruits, but

also for experienced personnel who

from time to time would benefit

from special seminars and

conferences designed to refresh and

enrich their qualifications.”

The Press Council of India tried

to standardize journalism education

in India and held a workshop in

2008. The workshop was attended

by representatives from the media

industry, media education,

professional media bodies and

academic institutions. A core group

was formed which would look into

Curriculum & Faculty,

Infrastructure & training facilities,

and Affiliation/Accreditation.

Improvements in journalism

education must be also

supplemented with funding and

support for empirical research in

news media’s performance and

media criticism, which currently is

very limited in the country.8

With the objective to improve

education in journalism and mass

communication towards the end of

achieving better professional

practice, discussions have often

raised the need for an accrediting

body or an association on the line

of Media Education Association

(MEA) in UK or  the Association

for Education in Journalism and

Mass Communication (AEJMC) in

the USA is often raised. However,

no such formal proposals are in

pipeline to make media education,

especially journalism education

more standardized and relevant to

the growing needs of this industry.

3. Methodology

This paper captures the key findings

from the study that aimed both

document state of journalism

education and its challenges in India,

and also to draw critical lessons both

for policy and systems to introduce

standards and quality parameters in

this important education stream.

A combination of secondary and

primary research was used for this

study. The secondary study mapped

all the courses available online and

on available publications for various

courses (including nomenclature

use) related to journalism and media

studies in India. Information for

faculty and facilities available in

these institutes were also mapped.

A total of 310 universities,

institutes, colleges were mapped

during this study using a variety of

sources including the respective

institute websites and the All India

Universities (AIU) Handbooks (see

table below). The various types of

courses that are offered in these

university departments, colleges and

institutes was also reviewed.

Institute/ University/ Number

College

Central University 25

State University 81

Private University 29

Distance Learning 54

Private Institutes 48

College affiliated to

university 46

Deemed University 10

Media owned institute 11

TOTAL 310

Related papers, articles and

relevant websites were studied for

a wider understanding of the

journalism related courses and its

emergence in India.

For this study, primary research

included qualitative interviews were

conducted with media professionals

who were journalists, graphic

designers, producers, media
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experts, veteran journalists,

members of journalism

associations, and academicians. The

total number of interviews

conducted is 31 across 6 cities

namely, New Delhi, Shillong,

Guwahati, Mumbai, Chandigarh and

Hyderabad. Prior appointments

were taken to meet the respondents.

The respondents were

shortlisted on the basis of the

following categories-

1. Print- Newspaper 7

2. Print- Magazine 1

3. Private Broadcaster 2

4. Online News Website 5

5. Public Broadcaster 1

6. Journalism Association 1

7. Government Body 1

8. News Agency 1

9. Media firm 2

10. Head of Journalism

school or department 5

11. Senior Faculty 3

12. Freelance/ Veteran

Journalists 2

The study tool was a

questionnaire which consisted of

only open ended questions and

focused primarily on challenges in

the media education sector,

relevance of curriculum according

to industry standards, faculty

development, innovation in

classrooms and quality standards.

It was ensured that the respondents

answered the questions emphasizing

majorly on journalism education.

The responses of graphic designers

and producers have been taken into

account keeping the technical

aspects in mind.

The respondents included

mostly mid level or senior journalists

(minimum seven years of

experience). With prior permission,

the interviews were recorded in a

digital recorded which were used

for analysis. However, to maintain

anonymity, this report will only cite

the responses without naming the

respondents.

These interviews also cross

validated secondary findings on

various institutes and courses

available. Information in these

interviews also queried on

infrastructure, equipment, faculty

details and guest faculty number,

curriculum, internship programs

and other such industry interactions.

4. Discussion on Findings

Journalism education in India is still

developing and though it has grown

in size and importance, it is still not

treated at par with other traditional

disciplines of knowledge. This

discipline is striving for an identity

of its own and unfortunately, there

have not been adequate efforts of

either the academia, industry nor the

policy makers  to make gainful

efforts towards the same.

Issues facing media education in

India relate to theory versus

practice, the quality of faculty,

updating curriculum and syllabus to

keep pace with advancements in

media technology, lack of research

in media institutes and departments,

reference books, modules not

relevant in Indian contexts such as

some of the mass communication

theories.

Based on the secondary study

and interviews of media

professionals, the following findings

and observations emerged.

4.1 Diversity of Media Courses

“The major challenge that the

journalism education sector is the

mushrooming of institutes and

colleges. There is no assurance of

quality in these sudden spurt of

colleges teaching journalism.” This

was the response of a media

consultant and veteran journalist

during interviews conducted for

this assessment.

There are two kinds of schools9

catering to those with an interest  in

media: (1) University and Academic

programs offered at the

postgraduate level that  bring a

combination of communication

theory, social science research, and

practical  skills; (2) Professional

courses that focus almost

exclusively on skills with varying

amounts of social theory included.

There are also different

nomenclatures used for the courses

with almost the same curriculum.

In the mapping of different

institutes and universities/ colleges,

the courses offered by them were

also mapped. A total of 144 courses

with different nomenclatures were

mapped. (Detailed List is provided

in the annexure)The following

courses are currently available:

Bachelor 17

Masters Course 40

PG Diploma 40

Diploma 23

Certificate 16

PhD 6

M Phil 2

TOTAL 144

Traditionally, journalism courses

have been a postgraduate offering

available for students after their

regular (10+2+3) Bachelor of Arts,

Science or Commerce degrees.
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Over half of the total Indian

university departments offering

journalism courses are providing

one-year diploma only and nearly

one-fifth are providing bachelor’s

degree under varied course titles as

Bachelor of Journalism, Bachelor of

Journalism and Mass

Communication, Bachelor of Mass

Communication, Bachelor of Mass

Communication and Journalism,

and the masters programme as

Master in Journalism and Mass

Communication, Master in

Communication and Journalism,

MA {Communication), Master in

Science Communication {MSC),

and MSc {Agricultural

Communication).  A few universities

are offering full-time MPhil and

doctoral programmes10.

Few respondents opined on the

inconsistency of courses across the

country. “journalism courses even

at masters level offered by various

Universities vary. One can not

expect same level of understanding

or skills from the same MA

Journalism and Mass

Communication from two different

Universities”.

More than 80 percent of media

professionals who were interviewed

for this study said that though the

fresh graduates came with good

technical skills, they lacked general

awareness and writing ability. Many

senior academicians feel that entry

level norms for journalism students

must be stringent. Students who

pass out of good media schools are

well equipped. The reason is

because the best students get into

good institutes through higher levels

of examination and in return good

candidates are churned out.

“Providing human resources to

the growing media platforms and

resources that are not merely craft-

oriented but also with a critical

perspective that enables them to

understand and relay the context

behind the events and issues that

they report or write; also inculcating

ethics that allows the public who

place enormous trust in them to get

the correct perspective. This is

needed to sift through the maze of

institutional pressures that confront

them directly or at times indirectly

in their profession.” Prof B P Sanjay

4.2 Curriculum

Interviews with media experts

reveal that most journalism students

are quite good at technical skills and

savvy with web/social media when

they leave their schools. However,

irrespective of their grades,

journalistic bend or mind is

something that still needs lot of

effort. An interviewee opined that

fresh media graduated still need to

be spoon fed in the initial one year

and most of them rely on Google.

“They are called Google journalists

in our organization” he said referring

to lack of depth an understanding

of issues and their dependence on

the web.

Almost all the respondents

believed that there is an urgent need

to revise the syllabus/ curriculum

necessary. According to a very

senior academician, “Some of the

topics in journalism syllabus are not

relevant now. A new model

curriculum need to rewritten

keeping in mind the changes in the

industry.” The biggest challenge

faced by most if not every

journalism institute/ department is

coping with the dynamic new media

tools that are ever-evolving.

Especially with the web/ internet

becoming the core of the new media

techniques, most institutes/ faculty

will have to unlearn a lot about the

‘traditional’ media to fully accept the

new medium, according to a media

professional who works for the

country’s first live video streaming

interactive portal in the country.

Moreover since the industry is

proliferating, skills and technological

know-how becomes mandatory.

This unfortunately is not updated by

majority of institutes.

The skill set of human resources

for the varied and convergent media

is different although skewed in

favor of seizing technology and

adapting them to suit media and

societal needs. In such a scenario,

the genre of media content and the

training to meet the software needs

of the industry ranges from the

editorial and reporting skills to the

requirements of general entertainment

content, particularly for television.

It is worthwhile to point out that

the Indian film industry works in

tandem to meet and cater to the

requirements of television shows

and movies11.

Industry professionals opined

that the students who they hire are

not practice oriented and have no

specialized skills that are relevant to

the current job profiles of various

types of journalist and related work.

It was opined that “convergence

journalism must be taught. Gone are

the days when it was simply about

one stream of specialization”. It was

even suggested that niche courses

need to be offered at master’s level

rather than having a generic MA in

Mass Communication and Journalism.
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It was felt by number of

industry respondents that even the

projects or assignments students do

during their course work is not

relevant to the industry and reflects

the disconnect between the industry

and academia.

While some institutes have

created their course curriculum as

per their understanding on industry

needs and placement opportunities,

most syllabus in colleges and

universities is quite outdated and

requires updating to contemporary

requirements. Some topics that were

suggested to be included in the new

syllabus included : various types of

writing,  new media, local media,

Liberal arts, human rights,

development communication, media

research and data analytics.

One significant observation

most respondents made was on the

declining linguistic abilities of fresh

graduates. Sufficient command was

not there even for regional languages

to be able to express fluently in their

writing or speaking. Few respondents

also felt this to be because of the

week emphasis on linguistic writing

in our school system.

4.3 Teaching Resources

A review of the resources

available for teaching journalism

highlighted three critical areas:

I. A large number of text books

used in Indian media institutes

by the faculty and students are

mostly written by foreign

authors and are on the foreign

media scenario. These books

have limited or no relevance to

To feed to emerging regional

language media in India,

journalism courses and schools

have been in vogue for some time

now. Given below are few of the

prominent and popular courses:

Hindi Journalism- Hindi

journalism course was started in

1993 at the Banaras Hindu

University by the Hindi

department. The course was

named as Proyojanmulak Hindi

(Journalism). Similarly other

universities in India also followed

suit. Such courses are mostly

taught by literature teachers or

continues to be part of the Hindi

literature departments. The

curriculum of the above course

has been formulated by journalists,

journalism faculty and media

experts, however non-journalism

faculty are the ones primarily

teaching these courses12.

Marathi journalism was

instituted in 1956 in Pune

University13 under ‘Sandeshkar

Kolhatkar Scholarship. A two year,

part time diploma course in

journalism was inducted in 1964.

The course was divided into junior

and senior of study. The course was

made a one year full time degree

course from July 1973. The

department became a full- fledged

regular department of the university

in 1976. A short term part time

certificate course was instituted in

1979. It was upgraded to a diploma

in journalism (Marathi medium)

course in 1986.

Telugu Journalism is offered

as a full-fledged course in Telugu

University. In Osmania University,

it is offered as an optional paper.

Affiliated colleges offer PG Diploma

in Telugu Journalism14.

Urdu Journalism- Urdu

Journalism course in IIMC started

in 201315. A considerable amount

was spent on advertising the

course, however it has not picked

up as anticipated since the

graduates could not find jobs.

Various courses in Urdu

Journalism are offered in

Universities (like Urdu University

and Jamia Millia Islamia), most

often the curriculum is not

relevant or updated.

Odia Journalism- In

Odisha16, Berhampur University

was first to start Journalism

teaching programme in 1974. It

was Chintamani Mahapatra, a

journalist turned media

academician who started the

department in Berhampur University.

IIMC started a PG Diploma

course in Odia journalism in 2001.

This was for the first time that

IIMC started a regional language

journalism course besides English

and Hindi. This has gone a long

way in providing quality training

students and has immensely

helped in raising the professional

standard of journalism in Odia.

Box-2

Regional Language Journalism Education.
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the social, cultural, economic

and political realities in India. A

senior professor and a

practicing journalist said that

teachers and journalists should

be motivated to write books on

various areas of Indian

journalism.

II. Every department/ institute

does not have the infrastructure

and equipments required to

provide hands on journalism to

their students. Also, as digital

equipment has a short span of

life and technology changes

fast, it is difficult for an

educational department to keep

up with this change.  It was

opined by a senior editor that

“newsrooms today are driven

by advanced technology. Many

channels keep upgrading their

equipments from time to time.

Its important that faculty are

aware of these  changes so that

they can give hands on training

to the students. This is possible

only with constant interaction

with the industry”

Use technology and online

platforms like YouTube, Skype,

Whatsapp, Facebook and

Twitter and their role in

Journalism today was

emphasized. For example -

News today is first available on

Twitter first these days. It’s

important that the faculty orient

students the convergence of all

medium. Print and TV

journalists are using mobile

phones to capture video and

photos, which are incessantly

being used these days,

instances seen in NDTV, Mint,

etc. Like in the case of Mint,

these are in collaboration with

a mobile phone company.

III. Need for Innovation in teaching

journalism and related courses

was emphasized by a number

of media professionals (some

who also had teaching

experience) interviewed in this

study. Few suggested that

students should begin with

practice first by reporting local

stories then evaluating critically

such stories. Using examples

from what is being practiced in

the industry currently, draw and

discuss case studies, create real

news room situations, upload

news on YouTube, etc. in

essence most respondents felt

that the ‘Teaching hospital’

model- where they study and

practice in a newsroom as in

Medical schools, was more

relevant for contemporary

media in India.

4.4 Industry- academia

interaction

There is no formal interface

between the academics and industry

in India that look into the broader

aspect of the challenges faced in

media education sector. According

to the director of one of the

journalism institution, as far as the

industry is concerned, there is no

concern for media institutes. Some

respondents felt that there is no clear

vision or linkage of the educational

institutes for the industry and

therefore the emphasis is more on

supply of journalism pass outs than

the actual demand. Mushrooming of

fly- by- night institutes providing

Journalism courses is also a concern

reflected by few media experts.

Besides this trend of media

institutes opening their own teaching

institutes has also changed the

sector. A senior journalist opined

that these schools initially started to

get cheap human resource for the

media house but now has also

become a source of income. “As

most  follow very practical and

technical skill based approach, most

graduates from such schools

manage to get entry level supporting

jobs in a media organization. But I

am not sure how well they are able

to rise and cope with their careers.”

Media professionals particularly

journalists felt that none of the

academic research on journalism is

relevant.  Areas where academic

research could come in useful

according to some media

professionals include competition

mapping, content quality, revenue

model, etc. However as there are

professionals agencies who are

already doing this, industry

professionals do not seek academic

research. Elaborating on what is

ailing academic research, a senior

academician said that the basic of

research i.e. the use of tools and

methodologies in academic research

are wrong. Other sectors have

rigorous research and development

which is very up-to-date but there

is no such department or area where

such efforts are being made in

journalism. Collaboration is only

possible when the area of research

is on relevant issues and is linked to

the contemporary industry

requirement, said an editor of a

Hindi news portal.

“On research, while the track

record of a few is comparable to

the research practices elsewhere, in

many cases, the rigour that is
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required to analyse is missing. The

dilemmas of communication and

media research drawing from a

variety of social sciences and

humanities compound the

framework and also the orientation

that is required to do quality

research. This is where academic

research, particularly leading to

research degrees, requires

considerable improvements and for

university departments and other

academic institutions to reflect on

this to offer meaningful insights.

Media research is also mainly

pursued by industry and trade

bodies. The issues pertaining to

TRPs, for example, apart from other

aspects, raised several concerns

about basics in sampling, ethics, etc.

Many of us, owing to resource

constraints, depend on industry

statistics notwithstanding any errors

or agenda. Researchers are also

many a time guided by the critical

questions they intend to raise or

pursue. Therefore, you have a

situation where the same set of data

is interpreted by researchers and

leads to different observations and

findings. We need to strengthen

ways and mechanisms to address

this.” Prof. BP Sanjay17

Lack of research focus is also

highlighted in a survey18 on the

Research Contributions of various

universities and academic

institutions in the broader field  of

Communication Studies, with

special emphasis on India. A pilot

of 30 journals selected from

subheading ‘Communication’ in the

Social Science Citation Index

(SSCI) was conducted. During the

period 2000-10, only 17 Indian

articles were published in the 30

selected journals. It was observed

that India had published in 11

journals out of the selected 30

journals in this period. Only a few

papers have attracted citations. One

of the conclusions drawn from this

survey was that India’s publication

activity is very limited,  researchers

from India are addressing only a

few journals for publications of their

study and also are not

communicating enough.

4.5 Faculty

Most of the experts interviewed

emphasized on the necessity of

hiring faculty with good practical

experience. Some of them said that

a balance of industry professionals

coming and interacting with the

media and permanent faculty must

be maintained. For this to happen,

the head of the institution needs to

be dynamic to be able to take steps

and lead, according to a prominent

journalist who visits university

departments for guest lectures.

Teaching is a specialised area,

and when it comes to teaching

journalism, despite years of

experience on the field, many have

failed to engage students and teach.

Similarly, a faculty without any

industry experience cannot provide

any training about what’s happening

in the industry. “We need a

combination of practitioners and in

house faculty. And teaching is not

everyone’s cup of tea. As a

professional in the media, you know

how to get a work done. But as a

teacher, one needs to explain why a

work is done a particular way.”

stresses a media practitioner and an

academician.

Another challenge is the inability

to select good teaching staff from

media industry due to inflexible

UGC norms. Some of the

respondents also expressed concern

that industry professionals have

limited scope to enter the academics

as UGC norms of faculty

recruitment do not favour work

experience and expects relevant

academic qualifications and or

teaching experience.

It was suggested in by some of

the media professionals that faculty

needs to be oriented and trained

regularly on the developments and

updates on the media sector. Some

of the areas of training mentioned

technological advancement in

electronic media especially

newsrooms, convergent journalism,

market research firm/ experts

training faculty on research, styles

of writing, research methodology

and designs, new media, etc. One

of the respondent referred to the

BBC’s I learn programme which

was conducted 5 years ago was a

very comprehensive one month

programme that helped journalists,

faculty to gain hands-on training of

BBC’s journalism practice.

4.6 Quality standards

In the study,  many have raised

concerned over the fact that in the

absence of any common

framework of journalism and

communication education in India,

most media universities and private

institutions devise their own

modules and course content. The

training and education facilities in

journalism are multiplying but

there’s hardly anything done to

strengthen the existing institutes,

departments, etc. Several

newspapers and media houses

established their own training
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programs, mainly for the purposes

of recruiting and grooming their

own reporters and editors.

Most of the media professionals

and faculty were in favour of an

accrediting body that will keep a

check on the quality standards of

journalism institutes and

departments. One of our

respondents was of the view that

“Every institute/ department cannot

be designated as a centre of

excellence. Top institutes do not

become the best overnight. Not only

should the industry but the

government give credit to good

institution as centre of excellence

for development by providing

funds.”

Associations or groups also

exist such as the Karnataka State

Journalism & Communication

Teachers Association that was set

up 10-12 years ago. Forty members

meet once or twice a year to address

issues related to journalism

education. Other respondents said

that the body should have a multi-

faceted approach and without any

bias look into the quality parameters

of any institute/ course. Reiterating

the view of many academicians, one

of our respondents opined that there

should be a Journalism Education

Council in India similar to bodies

such as the ICMR, ICAR, Bar

Council and Medical Council. The

purpose of the body could be to limit

mushrooming of institutes without

proper infrastructure and faculty.

While some feel that there

shouldn’t be a mandatory

accrediting body. There could be a

rating system within the academics

and industry, according to one

respondent. Some even said that an

accrediting body may not bring any

change as similar efforts have been

made in the past. “There has been

numerous dialogues, associations/

bodies have been formed, but an

accrediting body cannot really

function unless there’s a clear

objective. I have been part of many

councils like these,” said a former

journalist who is in the business of

offering turn key services to media

organizations. While an official said

that there is no media professional

body approved by government to

regulate and audit the curriculum as

well as other benchmarks to

maintain the quality in media

education. A media professional

body like MCI, ICSI, ICWA,

NAAC, etc should be created to

audit the curriculum for different

courses as well as set quality

standards of institutions.

In order to authenticate quality,

identify and certify higher education

institutes (HEIs), assessment and

accreditation process was initiated

by Government of India in 1994

through the National Assessment

and Accreditation Council (NAAC)

on a voluntary basis. As the only

body approved by the Government,

NAAC during its last 19 years of

existence is able to accredit only

172 universities (28.01% of 614)

and 4857 colleges (14.78% 33,023)

as on 15th September, 2012 (NAAC

News, Dec. 2012). The quality

analysis has revealed that of the

accredited HEIs only 35.38% of

universities and 10.03% of colleges

are graded ‘A’. If this quality rating

is commuted against the total HEIs,

it is extremely dismal which only

supports the decision that

accreditation has to be made

“Mandatory” instead of

“Voluntary”.

5. Conclusion

While the overall issues facing the

media education is all most similar

to the higher education system in

India, media education is further

effected by lack of clarity of this

education in terms of its purpose

and vision. The diversity and lack

of standards in journalism related

media courses and institutes in India

is clearly a concern reflected in this

study. Common parameters or basic

essential courses that are crucial for

any journalism education were also

found to be inconsistent across the

current education provided in this

sector.

The interviews with media

professionals have reflected key

concerns of lack of relevant

platforms and interest of both the

industry and the academia in

interacting for a larger vision or

framework for journalism education

in India. The historical evolution of

these courses have generally

followed the perceived employment

opportunities with the growing

newspapers, 24 x 7 television

channels and recent web based

news and information organizations.

Relevant policy related to matching

requirements from educational

(higher and vocational education)

has not been pursued.

One common concern reflected

by number of experts interviewed

was that there are not enough job

openings now in this sector. While

the television and new media news

sector is proliferating and most of

the journalism and related jobs are

only on contract basis. A senior TV

journalist while responding to one
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of our queries said that, “There’s

no job in the media industry,

particularly in TV news channels.

Even if there were any requirement,

the students who are joining news

organizations do not come with the

basic ability to write let alone have

some news sense. The reason is the

theory-heavy curriculum our media

institutes follow. They completely

lack hands-on training which can

be achieved by involving industry

professionals in journalism

classrooms on a regular basis and

having field visits with practicing

journalists.”

However, a senior journalist who

also teaches felt that journalism

education and related media courses

have only aimed for finding suitable

jobs that are now becoming

saturated. “But why not creating

entrepreneurs and job creators? We

need to start thinking in this line and

only then can we also contribute in

really adding value to this sector.”

The review of existing literature

and interviews with media experts

do point at various initiatives that

urgently need to be addressed to

make media education in our

country more relevant to this

sector, and also to the nation. These

include more synergy and forums

for interaction between industry and

academic communities; procedure

for designing courses and regular

reviewing courses; mechanisms to

support improvements in quality,

for example by learning from the

experience of others, sharing good

practice and ways of supporting

faculty.

For creating value to the

dynamic media sector, media

education needs to be more quality

conscious and relevant in terms of

curriculam, resources, faculty

development, research,

management practices and industry

interface. On the other hand, efforts

are required to systematically

address the inconsistency in the

courses and delivery system of

varied courses and bring in certain

quality and standards to media

education in India. n
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Abstract :

Sanitation is provision of facilities

for safe removal of human excreta;

it comprises major part of

environment we live in. Unsafe

disposal of human waste

contaminates environment. Open

defecation is the practice of

defecating in open places. 600

million Indians defecate openly,

contaminating water resources,

consumption of contaminated water

and lack of personal hygiene causes

many diseases. 30 million suffer

from water related illnesses yearly.

The most vulnerable are rural

women and children who suffer

illness like Gastroenteritis,

amoebiasis, malaria, and dengue

and hook worm. Here, the paper

analyses the coverage of sanitation

given in Kannada Newspapers.

Present sanitation coverage in

Karnataka is only 27 percent.

Media plays crucial role in

educating people about sanitation,

ill effects of open defecation on

health and environment. In this age

of technology, newspapers have not

lost their impact. The readership is

still strong as ever. Regional

newspapers have immense effect on

readers, through which information

on sanitation can be disseminated.

This study focuses on weightage

given to issues of sanitation and open

defecation, the kind of information

provided to readers on sanitation,

relevance and usefulness of

information. Newspapers reports on

sanitation, special stories, editorials,

interviews, photos, and letters to the

editors are accounted for. Array of

information published on sanitation

is coded and analyzed. Quantitative

News Coverage

of Sanitation in

Kannada

Newspapers

Abhilasha R.*

Prof. Onkargouda Kakade*

approach has been applied to study

two Kannada newspapers for a

period of 6 months and appropriate

statistical methods have been

applied. The study shows that news

regarding sanitation has been given

significantly lower importance in the

newspapers.

Key words: Sanitation, open

defecation, environment,  Kannada

newspapers, news coverage, Social

responsibility.

Introduction:

Media and awareness generation go

hand in hand. In a society like India

where open defecation is accepted

and regularly practiced by 600

million, the need to enlighten people

about the ill effects of open

defecation necessarily becomes the

responsibility of the media. The

practice of open defecation should

be put to an end immediately, for

not only the well being of people

who defecate openly but also for

the environment in which all living

beings survive. In order to achieve

the much envisioned “Swacch

Bharat” eradicating open

defecation is crucial. A healthy

body will have a healthy mind, in

order to maintain ones health, one

should practice clean and scientific

habits. Open defecation is not just

a hindrance to health, but also the

mental well being. The mainly

affected are the children and

women who suffer from indignity

when they have to wait till sun

down to defecate. Many

pubescent girls quit school as they

do not have proper toilet or

sanitation facilities. Many women

fall victim to sexual assaults and

snake bites when they go in an
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isolated place to defecate. Keeping

all this in mind, Media can be used

in a novel way to give out

information necessary to bring

about desired behavioral changes

in the people as media has immense

effect on its precipitants.

In this age of advanced

technology, even with introduction

of various wireless and electronic

mediums, Newspaper still has a

strong hold on its readers.

Newspaper reading is a day to day

habit of many Indians in-spite of

all the technologies available.

Regional newspapers have

enormous power to bring about

social changes in the society.

Readers can connect better with

regional newspapers more so than

any other languages. This provides

the local newspapers an advantage

over other media. The amount of

news on sanitation carried in these

newspapers is of significant

importance. Not just news on

sanitation, any form of information

like articles, features, special

stories, editorials, interviews,

pictures and even cartoons can

effectively communicate to the

readers. The trick lies in both the

quality and the quantity of the

information on sanitation which are

being covered by the newspapers.

As the saying goes, “Out of sight

is out of mind”, only with steady

concentration on the issue of

sanitation can start a change or

bring about the gradual behavioral

changes. More the attention given

to the various aspects of sanitation,

more the awareness generation is

possible. So, more the coverage of

issues related to sanitation, the

information gets registered better

in the minds of the readers. It is

decisive to know whether issues

related sanitation is provided with

their due worth in the regional

newspapers.

Review of Literature:

1. Jimi Kayode and Raheemat

Adeniran (2012) in their study,

“Nigerian Newspaper coverage of

Millennium Development Goals:

The role of Media” examined the

coverage of development issues

related to MDGs Nigerian

newspapers. The newspapers

considered for content analysis

were The PUNCH and The

Guardian. This study resulted in

finding out that Nigerian news

papers did not give much

importance to the aspect of

sanitation and other important

development issues.

2. Frank S Arku and Doris

Fiasorgbor (2013) in their study

titled “Millennium Development

Goal (MDG) On Sanitation and

Water: The Advocates and the Rural-

Urban Differentials in Ghana

through the Media” have tried to

determine the extent the newspapers

cover the issues related to sanitation

and water in both urban and rural

setting. The newspaper selected

here for the analysis is Daily Graphic

Newspaper of Ghana. The analysis

of the dayta showed that politicians

and NGOs are the predominantly

reliable source of information due

to the less frequency in which the

issues related to sanitation are

published in the news paper. Adding

to this, the published material

concentrated on water more and

merely ignored sanitation.

Statement of the Problem:

Newspapers are a major source of

credible information. To this date

newspapers have maintained a

steady circulation, which means

they are received as a tool for social

change and development. Karnataka

has only 27 percent of sanitation

coverage, to increase this

percentage and bring about changes

in the sanitary behaviour of people;

newspaper can play a crucial role.

This study has been designed to find

out the amount of space and

quantity of sanitation related issues

covered in Kannada newspapers.

Hence the statement of the problem

is how much news coverage given

to sanitation in kannada

newspapers.

Objectives:

1. To know the pattern of news

coverage in the regional Kannada

newspapers.

2. To know the average

coverage of issues related to

sanitation in Kannada newspapers.

3. To gauge the space occupied

by the issues related to sanitation in

Kannada newspapers.

4. To know the type sanitation

issues covered in Kannada

newspapers.

Research design:

Quantitative research tool has been

applied to find out the coverage of

issues related to sanitation in the

regional Kannada newspapers. The

two major main stream Kannada

newspapers, “Prajavani” and “Vijaya

Karnataka” respectively has been

studied as these two is the

newspapers with maximum

circulation in the state. Gulbarga

edition of these two newspapers
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from the month of July 2014 to

December 2014 are measured here.

The selection is done in such a way

that at least 2 newspapers (2 of both

the newspapers) representing each

day of the week is measured. In

simple words, every day of the week

is represented by 2 of Prajavani and

Vijaya Karnataka newspapers

respectively. Prajavani is owned by

Mysore Printers Ltd and Vijaya

Karnataka is owned and published

by Bennett and Coleman Pvt Ltd.

The data is analysed using Microsoft

Excel.

Findings and Analysis:

Allotment of space and

quantity of categories of news

carried in Prajavani

Table 1 depicts the space provided

by the newspaper and the quantity

of news item carried by Prajavani.

The maximum space of 286,094.94

sq cm (58.63percent) is provided

for news. The highest quantity of

items carried by prajavani is news

with 1730 (50.94percent). This is

followed by pictures, which

account for 116712.4 sq cm

(23.92percent) of the newspaper

and 654 (19.26percent) picture

items. The third highest coverage

is given to advertisements with

44,694 sq cm (9.2percent) and 566

in number (16.66percent). This is

followed by Editorials which

occupy 14,529.74 sq cm

(2.97percent) space and are 64

(1.9percent) in number. Next is

Sports which occupies the space of

13,210.58 sq cm (2.70 percent)

with 236 items (6.95 percent).

Letters to editor account for

8,258.8 sq cm (1.69percent) of

space and are 100 (02.94percent)

in number, followed by items related

to health [3,546.12 sq cm

(0.72percent) and N=30

(00.88percent). The least space in

the newspaper is occupied by issues

related to Sanitation covering only

850.76 sq cm (0.17percent) and 18

(00.47percent) sanitation items.

The total space of the newspaper

amounts to 487,897.34 sq cm with

3396 items. When compared to

items like ads, sports, editorials, it

is clear that issues related to

sanitation is given very less space

and attention in spite of sanitation

being a major obstacle being faced

by our country.

Allotment of space and

quantity of categories of news

carried in Vijaya Karnataka.

The table 2 shows the space

provided by the newspaper and the

quantity of news item carried by

Vijaya Karnataka. The maximum

space of 268337.62 sq cm

(56.66percent) is provided for

news. The highest quantity of items

carried by Vijaya Karnataka is news

with 1612 (51.40percent), followed

by pictures, which account for

108703.58sq cm (22.95percent) of

the newspaper and 570

(18.17percent) picture items.

Advertisements cover 62515.58sq

cm (13.20percent) and N=582

(18.55percent). This is followed by

Sports [15069.9 sq cm (3.18

percent) and N=180 (5.73percent)],

Editorials occupies the space of

11618.96 sq cm (2.45percent) with

78 items (2.48percent). Health

related news account for 4230.62

sq cm (0.89percent) of space and

are 34 (1.08percent) in number,

followed by Letters to editor

[1931.2 sq cm (0.40percent) and

N=64 (2.04percent). The least

space in Vijaya Karnataka is also

occupied by issues related to

Sanitation covering only 1154.2 sq

cm (0.24percent) and 16

(0.51percent) sanitation items. The

total space of the newspaper

amounts to 473561.66 sq cm with

3136 items.

When space allotted in the both

the newspapers for sanitation related

issues are considered, both Vijaya

Karnataka and Prajavani provide

very less amount of space and have

published considerably the lowest

number of items regarding

sanitation in terms of quantity.

Categories and quantity of

Sanitation related issues

published by Prajavani

Table 3 refers to the space given

and quantity of various categories

of Sanitation related issues in

Prajavani. The highest space of

512.76 sq cm (60.27percent) is

given to editorials on sanitation.

Prajavani has carried only 2

(11.11percent) editorials on

sanitation in the 6 month duration.

It has also published 2

(11.11percent) pictures on sanitation

covering the area of 90 sq cm.

News on Sanitation has 14 (77.8

percent) items occupying the area

of 248 sq cm (7.77percent).

Though the news on sanitation

amounts more number of items

than both editorials and pictures, it

has occupied the least amount of

space. In total Prajavani has

published 18 items on sanitation

covering the space of 850.76 sq cm.

It is shocking to know that there

were no special stories on sanitation
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Table 4: Category and quantity of Sanitation related issues published by Vijaya karnataka

Sl No Category Space percent Quantity percent

1 Editorial 0 0 0 0

2 News 962.2 83.37 12 75

3 Pictures 192 16.63 4 25

Total 1154.2 100 16 100

Table 3: Category and quantity of Sanitation related issues published by Prajavani

Sl No Category Space percent Quantity percent

1 Editorial 512.76 60.27 2 11.1

2 News 248 29.16 14 77.8

3 Pictures 90 10.57 2 11.1

Total 850.76 100 18 100

Table 1: Allotment of space and quantity of categories of news carried in Prajavani

Sl No Categories Space (sq cm) percent Quantity percent

1 Advertisements 44,694 9.2 566 16.66

2 News 2,86,094.94 58.63 1730 50.94

3 Editorials 14,529.74 2.97 64 01.9

4 Letters to editor 8,258.8 1.69 100 02.94

5 Sports 13,210.58 2.70 236 06.95

6 Health 3,546.12 0.72 30 00.88

7 Sanitation 850.76 0.17 18 00.47

8 Pictures 1,16,712.4 23.92 654 19.26

Total 4,87,897.34 100 3396 100

Table 2: Allotment of space and quantity of categories of news carried in Vijaya Karnataka.

Sl No Categories Space (sq cm) percent Quantity percent

1 Advertisements 62515.58 13.20 582 18.55

2 News 268337.62 56.66 1612 51.40

3 Editorials 11618.96 2.45 78 2.48

4 Letters to editor 1931.2 0.40 64 2.04

5 Sports 15069.9 3.18 180 5.73

6 Health 4230.62 0.89 34 1.08

7 Sanitation 1154.2 0.24 16 0.51

8 Pictures 108703.58 22.95 570 18.17

Total 473561.66 100 3136 100
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though sanitation is a hot topic in

the media.

Categories and quantity of

Sanitation related issues

published by Vijaya Karnataka

Table no 4 depicts the amount of

space and quantity of items related

to Sanitation published by Vijaya

Karnataka. The highest amount of

space is provided for the news items

on Sanitation amounting to 962.2 sq

cm (83.37percent) and news items

on sanitation are 12 (75percent) in

number. Pictures related to

sanitation occupy the space of 192

sq cm (16.63percent) and 4

(25percent) pictures on sanitation

are published. It is shocking to

know that Vijaya Karnataka

published no editorials on sanitation.

But at the same time, compared to

Prajavani, Vijaya Karnataka has

provided more space for issues

related to Sanitation. It has also

come to be seen that Sanitation

occupies very meager amount of

space in these two major main

stream Kannada newspapers.

Conclusion:

Newspapers enjoy a long history of

credibility and power over readers

to influence their minds and bring

about positive change. It is sad to

find out that such a potent tool is

not being used to its potential. From

this study it can be seen that the

newspaper, Prajavani gives

maximum amount of space to news

items, which amount for 58.63

percent, followed by pictures

amounting to 23.92 percent. This

is followed by advertisements

(9.2percent), then the Editorials

(2.97 percent), Sports (2.70

percent). Letters to editor account

1.69 percent of the area and health

amounts to 0.72 percent of the

space. Sanitation covers only

0.17percent out of the total space

of the newspapers.

Out of the total space provided

to Sanitation by Prajavani, it has

published 2 (11.1percent) editorials

amounting to 512.76 sq cm

(60.27percent), 2 (11.1percent)

pictures covering 90 sq cm

(10.57percent) and 14 (77.8

percent) news items of space 248

sq cm (29.16percent) related to

sanitation. In total Prajavani carries

18 issues related to sanitation for

an area of 850.76 sq cm.

The same kind of trend can be

seen in Vijaya Karnataka. Maximum

amount of space is given to news

items, which amount for 268337.62

sq cm (56.66percent), followed by

pictures covering 108703.58sq cm

(22.95percent). This is followed by

advertisements having an area of

62515.58sq cm (13.20percent),

sports occupy 15069.9 sq cm (3.18

percent) and Editorials occupy the

space of 11618.96 sq cm

(2.45percent). Health amounts to

4230.62 sq cm (0.89percent) of the

space and Letters to editor account

for 1931.2 sq cm (0.40percent) of

the area. Sanitation covers only

1154.2 sq cm (0.24percent) out of

the total space of the newspapers.

Out of the total space provided to

Sanitation by Vijaya Karnataka, it has

published 12 (75percent) news

items related to sanitation and 4

(25percent) pictures on sanitation.

It is shocking to know that it has

published zero editorials on

sanitation.

It is evident that the much

needed attention and intervention is

not being provided by the regional

Kannada newspapers in regard to

realizing the dream of Swacch

Bharat. At this point of time, it is

crucial for the nation and the

newspapers to take necessary steps

in order to set their priorities right

before it is too late. Positive changes

in the sanitation situation of the

nation lies in the hands of media

which are yet realize their true

potential. n
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Arguments for and against the

widc spread use of computers have

been stated and restated so many

times that any further discussion

might tend to be repetitive and bor-

ing. It is difficult, however, for pro-

tagonists and opponents alike, to

resist the temptation of renewing

battle whenever new ammunition

becomes available. This article is a

brief review of parts of an ex-

tremely interesting book* that has

appeared recently and is written, not

so much to do battle as to bring to

light certain issues which are of

paramount importance to any de-

bate on computers but are not usu-

ally thought so. For example let us

take the proposition: ‘computers

reduce costs’. We are familiar with

the arguments and counter-argu-

ments that follow the acceptance of

this proposition. If on the contrary,

we question the truth of the propo-

sition or analyse the qualifications

that make it valid, we have a differ-

The Computers

Are Coming

N. Krishna

integrated systems. The other

crucial factor that determines the

effectiveness of computers is the

time-rate of utilisation; unless

computers are worked round the

clock and used for a variety of tasks,

the promised miracles will nowhere

be in sight. But the crux of the

matter is that most computers in the

U.K. are used only for accounting

and related work and it is no wonder

that they have failed.

Besides costs there are many

other risks of office automation.

The use of computers results in

over-systematization of  procedures

in a firm and this rigid discipline

might extend to consumers and

suppliers. Relations, both internally

and with outsiders, tend to become

depersonalized. All this means

progressive bureaucratization-the

price a company has to pay if it is

to succeed in building up an

information system which is a

necessary complement of computeri-

zation. A more harmful and perhaps

long-term risk is increased

centralized control. This again is

implicit in the nature of data

processing by computer: the more

information is marshaled and stored

the better it can be exploited and the

higher the economic gains that

result. The attendant evil of

‘information banks’ which can be

used for the purpose of surveillance

and interrogation is no more in the

realm of science fiction but a distinct

possibility. Rose, in fact, reports of

one large American company operating

a system which amounted to

surveillance of workers. It must also

be ‘noted that bureaucratization and

centralization reinforce each other.

ent kind of problem, or at least a

new way of looking at an old one.

Michael Rose has tried many such

new approaches to the analysis of

the economic and social conse-

quences of computerization.

The book is mainly concerned

with the UK but, as we shall show,

Rose’s analysis should have a much

wider applicability. It opens with a

description of the uses of

computers: (a) office automation-

accounting, invoicing  and other

kinds of routine work and (b)

integrated systems work – involving

operations more complex than

clerical work like decision making

with regard to levels of production,

inventories etc. It is essential to

‘bear this categorization in mind

because  it helps in explaining

observed facts like the following:

even in the USA, where computers

are being exploited more effectively

than elsewhere, about half of the

installations fail to reduce operating

costs and a good number are more

expensive than the manual systems

they have replaced. Similar failures

are noticed in the UK. This is

because the saving of salary costs

is not necessarily high enough to

offset the operational costs of the

computer which include salaries of

staff who prepare and ‘feed’ data

to the machine, particularly in

organisations where computers are

used exclusively for clerical work.

Significantly, visitors to the

computer installations are usually

shown only the shining metal and

not the armies of key punch

operators and others who perform

behind the curtain. These remarks

do not apply, of course, to the
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New Elite

Another risk is the growth of powcr

and prestige enjoyed by people who

understand and operate the

machines. This might result in the

emergence of a new elite within the

managerial class. Rose says that

‘rather than becoming elite

themselves, however, they could

help foster elitism amongst

management as a whole’. Anyhow,

this tendency will reverse the recent

tentative movement towards

democratization of administrative

control.

Although these fears may be

extravagant, it is certain that the

computer revolution will bring about

an erosion of human values as a

result of the drift into subordination

to technological and rational values.

The author then goes into the

details of the cost controversy and

traces the failure of computers in

the UK to the prevalent notion that

their main value lies in their

substitutability for white-collar

labour while, in fact, the main

advantages of computerization can

only be derived through their

widespread use in total systems.

These latter are extensions of

integrated data processing to as

many of the company’s flows of

information as possible. Total

systems, for example, may mean

‘the capture of ... information at

source and its transmission by

electronic communication links to

the computer centre, the

establishment of massive random-

access computer stores to provide

an information bank for immediate

ad-hoc interrogation; the automation

of many managerial decisions, and,

in appropriate cases, the direct

control of machines and men by the

computer itself, or, to put it simply,

management by computer. This

Orwellian image of the welding of

man, machine and data is the

essence of the total system

approach. A wide acceptance of this

systems philosophy is essential to

make the computer work.

Analysing office automation, the

author says that administrative

workers assume without question

that large-scale redundancy of

white-collar labour is the inevitable

result of computerization. This

attitude and the resultant fear of the

‘sack’ stem from the fact that in

most firms administrative overheads

have been rising and ‘the computer

has been advertised, promoted and

extolled as a device for reversing

this trend’. The fear of and hostility

towards the machine persists even

when assurances that displaced

workers will be provided with

alternative jobs are given because

transfer of work implies loss of

seniority and handicap of

inexperience in the new work etc.

To this worker resistance if we add

the fact that no effective computer

system can be designed without the

cooperation of the staff of the

corresponding manual system we

have a simple explanation of why it

is difficult to make office

automation pay.

On the issue of the manpower

effects of the computer Rose

reports the finding of the Ministry

of Labour according to which there

was no evidence of large-scale

redundancy as a result of

computerization. The same report

says that no significant blockages

to promotion from lower to upper

levels of the hierarchy in the firms

seem to have been created by the

computers. Even if these findings

are accepted as valid it is still true

to say that the installation of a

computer is followed by a qualitative

change in the nature of manual work

and perhaps, a reduction in the

chances of promotion.

Resistance

The author makes an interesting

analysis of the growth of white-

collar unionism and its relation to

the organized resistance to the

computer. One of the reasons for

this growth is the emergence of

large corporations under modern

capitalism and simultaneously the

disappearance of personal loyalty to

the boss and other feudal

manifestations of the small office.

Another factor is the disappearance

of the economic advantages that the

clerk had with respect to the manual

worker: presently, on an average a

manual worker earns slightly more

than a clerk. Changes in economic

positions have led to changes in

social status and a community of

interests between the clerk and the

worker has emerged as a result. The

office job is no longer the automatic

choice of the lower middle class;

concurrently there has been a large

number of recruits from the

working class to clerical jobs. The

resulting social composition of the

office today has a high

representation of people with a

working-class background which

fosters the growth of unionism.

Both the tendency of increasing

office-size and computerization will
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hasten this process of the merger

of the two classes because the

computer introduces into the office

the same work-rhythm and the same

depersonali-zation that characterizes

the factory floor. Commenting on

the future of organised resistance

to the computer the author quotes

a trade union leader : ‘We realize that

computers are coming and we don’t

think we can stem the tide like King’

Canute. We just hope to delay it

.where it occurs long enough to get

safeguards. Our policy is ‘to give

management one hundred- percent

co-operation in return for no

redundancies, a ban on recruiting,

and no loss of pay on transfer. We

also say existing staff must get

priority for being programmers and

what-not. Companies, we find,

usually agree.’

The  computer industry: Over

ninety per cent of the world’s

machines are manufactured by

American firms; of these, IBM alone

has a share of seventy-five per cent.

This concentration has predictable

consequences on the world market.

In Britain there used to be some half

a dozen companies and a growing

market. When the Americans

moved in, there was only one way

of British survival: merger-a small

monopoly to fight a big one. The

supremacy of the American

computer is based on its technical

superiority which itself is the result

of the state support the industry

enjoys through such varied things

as the defence effort and the space

programme. Here is the key to the

success of the American computer.

The computer derives its

sustenance from the moon shots

and the sophisticated air defense

patrols and similar activities

stemming from American military

commitments. The author does not

but we may well say: No Vietnam,

No Moon, No Computer.

The computer revolution will

bring about a change in methods

of management and possibly

outmode present organisational

patterns. Those who do not adapt

themselves to these changes will

surely be left behind. One solution

is to propagate the new creed

through educational  programmes

for the managers. Such

programmes will strengthen the

professionalization of the

managerial class and should

therefore be financed by levies on

industry. The author, however, has

no such simple solution to offer to

counteract the tendency towards

centralization of power and

control; the one he does suggest,

viz the creation of a body of

experts with the right to supervise

the working of computers to

ensure that they are not misused

smacks of super police methods

and is no real guarantee against

misuse by government itself.

A good part of the book is

devoted to a discussion of the

problems of the computerization

process-both technical and non-

technical. The management of

change-over to a computer system

is dealt with in detail and attention

paid to the problem of choosing the

right kind of hardware and

personnel. Rose comments on the

abundance of the so called

specialists by saying that choosing

a consultant creates as much

difficulty as choosing a machine

because there are no simple

methods for detecting quack

computer consultants. There is

also a competent discussion of the

‘soft ware’ problem: how to evolve

suitable computer  programmes

(i.e. lists of instructions to the

computer). There is also an

explanatory chapter on computer

equipment. A discussion on the

friction that arises between

‘datacrats’–programmers and

systems analysts-and the

management is also included. These

details, however, are not likely to

interest readers of Frontier.

We promised to refrain from

entering into debate. However, it is

easy to say what is relevant, in the

light of Rose’s book, to the Indian

case. The questions which we

should ask are: For what purposes

are our computers being used now?

Is there a way of stepping up their

rate of utilisation? If office

automation has been a failure

elsewhere, how can we make it

work here? What are the precise

economic and social implications of

large-scale computer use? Can we

set up a computer industry or let

the IBM rule? Need our trade

union.ists say: they are coming, we

cannot stem the tide, or should they

agitate? Whatever the answers are,

the computer revolution will not be

very much, different in its impact

from the Green Revolution. The

benefits, if any, will not be

distributed evenly and bur foreign

dependence will grow. We will be

closer to capitalism.

n

(courtesy : Frontier, 11 April 1970)
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